
Dual Screen Gas-strut Monitor Stand Mount Desktop Bracket for LED/LC

RRP: $179.95

Do your work more efficiently at the office or at home with this dual-

screen desktop monitor from Randy & Travis Machinery. With its

convenient gas strut design, you can adjust both screens to whatever

angle and height work best for you, so you'll never have to strain your

muscles to see your screen again. Thanks to its gravity spring pivot joint

construction, it's easy to tilt it into the perfect position. It's the perfect

solution when you need to collaborate with your co-workers on a project

or if you want to avoid wasting your time switching between two different

tabs or windows.

Simply install it on the edge of your worktable or desk — or use a

grommet to install it anywhere on your desk. It rotates 360 degrees and

swivels horizontally 180 degrees to ensure the ideal viewing perspective

for you and your colleagues as you collaborate. Its strong yet lightweight

aluminium construction supports even the heaviest screens — up to nine

kilogrammes per arm. Its powder-coated finish ensures durability, even

with heavy everyday use. Its integrated cable management system keeps

cables from ending up in a tangle, so your desk will have a neat,

professional appearance. It fits screens from 43.18 to 68.58 cm,

accommodating a wide range of devices.

Features and specifications:Features and specifications:

Material: Powder-coated aluminium
Colour: Black
Loads supported per arm: 2-7kg
Weight: 3.7kg
Upright lift distance: 317mm
Rotation: 360°
Swivel: 180°+
Tilt angle: +90° to -45°
Accessories: Mounting hardware for grommet and clamp
installation
Number of screens supported: 2
Integrated cable management system conceals your wiring
Fits monitors 43.18-68.58cm (17-27inches)
Full-motion flexibility in every direction
Gas-strut construction ensures smooth and easy positioning
Sleek, professional-quality design
Facilitates collaboration
Compact, retractable design maximises usable workspace
VESA compliant 100 x 100mm; 75 x 75mm
Tilts and rotates for the perfect angle
Reduces muscle tension and eyestrain, thanks to its adjustability
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